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AB
BSTRACT - Thiss paper addressees the problem off minimizing the total except thhat they share thee L2 cache and interface to the main memory
pable of indepeendently runningg at different
eneergy consumption
n of a (chip) multtiprocessor system
m while maintain
ning a [13]. Thee cores are cap
frequency (v-f) settings. Figgure 1 showss our CMP
req
quired throughp
put. The minim
mum energy sollution subject to a voltage-fr
thrroughput constraiint is achieved by
y selectively turniing cores ON or OFF,
O
configuraation. The Powerr Management Unit
U (PMU) monnitors working
assigning a given set of tasks to different cores,, and simultaneoously status of all blocks and CMP
C
throughpuut, and determinees the optimal
um operating sup
pply voltage and clock frequency level number of
seleecting the optimu
o ON cores andd their v-f settinggs. Incoming tassks are held in
for each processor core
c
in the system
m. This NP-hard problem
p
is solved
d by a the Globa
al Queue, GQ, before
b
they are assigned
a
to the Local
L
Queues,
hical framework comprised of a control theory-b
based
thrree-level hierarch
LQ’s of individual
i
cores by the Task Asssignment Unit.
dyn
namic power man
nager (DPM) and
d a task assignmeent unit. Experim
mental
results demonstrate 17% energy saviing of the proposeed solution approoach.

1. INTRO
ODUCTION
In recent years, with
w
the increasee in demand foor high performaance
proocessors, chip muultiprocessor arcchitectures are tuurned to be a waay of
maaintaining perforrmance scaling despite of the technology scaaling
prooblems [1]. At the same time the demand forr higher processsing
pow
wer is causing the
t need for power and energyy efficient design of
muulti-core processiing platforms.
Moost of the priorr research in th
his field have foocused on dynaamic
pow
wer managemennt through core-llevel responses [2][3][4] or throough
gloobal task scheduuling techniques [5][6][7]. Howeever, the problem
m of
onlline minimizingg the power/en
nergy consumpttion of a geneeralpurrpose Chip Mullti Processor (CM
MP) system whhile meeting a taarget
throughput by meeans of core consolidation
c
annd DVFS still has
pottential to improvve. DVFS has prroven to be an effective approacch in
redducing energy coonsumption of siingle processorss [3][8][3][9]. DV
VFS
cann be applied to CMP architectu
ures either to all cores (a.k.a. chipc
widde) as in [10], orr to individual cores
c
independenntly (a.k.a. per-ccore)
as in [11][12]. In [10], the authorrs address the prroblem of findinng a
chiip-wide operatinng voltage-frequeency (v-f) settinng as well as findding
thee number of ON
O cores that minimize CM
MP power undeer a
perrformance constrraint, using a prriori application characterizationn. In
[2], the authors deploy
d
a proporrtional-integratorr (PI) controlleer to
perrform DVFS in CMPs. This wo
ork does not takke advantage off the
largge potential pow
wer saving of changing
c
the nuumber of ON coores.
Sim
milarly, in [11], the authors intro
oduce the conceppt of a global poower
maanager which proovides a hierarch
hical mechanism
m to set the optim
mum
DV
VFS setting of each core whille meeting a taarget power buddget.
Hoowever, the num
mber of the ON cores
c
is always fixed
f
independennt of
thee workload.
In this paper, we address
a
the prob
blem of minimizzing the total eneergy
connsumption of a CMP
C
while main
ntaining a requirred throughput. The
minnimum energy solution subjeect to a througghput constrainnt is
achhieved by seleccting and applyiing the optimum
m operating suppply
volltage and clock frequency level for each processor in the system
m as
well as turning them
m on or off whille partitioning annd assigning a given
m is mathematiccally
set of tasks to diffferent processors. The problem
u
a hierarchhical algorithm. The
forrmulated and thhen solved by using
maain contributionss of this work caan be summarizeed as: introducinng an
on--line global pow
wer manager thaat performs core consolidation and
DV
VFS while solvinng task assignmeent problem in CMP
C
platform.
2. SYSTE
EM MODEL
In this study, wee consider an M-way
M
homogeeneous Chip MultiM
Proocessor (CMP) system
s
which is a multicore systtem consisting of
o M
ideentical processinng cores. The co
ores are assumedd to be independdent,

Figure 1. System
m model with globaal and local queuess.

Programss and applicatioons running on the
t system and the operating
system generate
g
tasks annd send them to CMP hardwaare. Similar to
[14], wee assume thesee tasks are inddependent. (Thee problem of
optimallyy assigning deppendent tasks inn multiprocessorr systems has
been widdely studied in thhe literature [6],, but it is outsidee the scope of
the preseent paper.) The task
t
characteristtics used in this paper are the
expected execution time,, τ, and expected instruction peer cycle (IPC)
values. If
I these charactteristics are prrecisely known a priori, an
optimal solution
s
to the problem
p
would exist.
e
But, this iss not practical
in most cases, becausee we cannot precisely determ
mine IPC and
executionn time before exxecuting the tassks on the targeet hardware in
any partticular operatinng condition. Task
T
characteristics can be
determineed and attached to the task by thhe application sooftware, or can
be estim
mated adaptivelyy by hardware at runtime. For any certain
applicatioon, it can be asssumed that thee behavior of future
fu
tasks is
similar too what has been observed in the recent past taskss. Maintaining
a historyy is practical byy means of on-cchip power andd performance
sensors widely
w
available in state-of-the-aart processors [113]. However,
some error and uncertainnty in the estim
mated values is inevitable
i
and
should bee taken care of. In this paper, thhe uncertainty annd inaccuracy
about tassk characteristics will be taken care of by usinng a feedback
control looop (c.f. section 4.2.14.2).
3. MINIMUM ENERGY CMP
P DESIGN PRO
OBLEM
Minimum
m Energy CMP Design
D
Problem
m (MECD) is ann optimization
problem which minimizees the energy coonsumption of a CMP given a
throughpput constraint. The
T optimizationn is done throuugh optimally
adjustingg number of ON cores and their v-f settings throuugh DVFS, as
well as fiinding the optim
mum task assignm
ment to ON cores. Note that in
this workk, we do not conssider any thermaal optimization or
o constraint.

3.1 ENERGY
NE
AND THR
ROUGHPUT MODEL
O
Energy dissipation
d
of coores in a CMP in
i a time intervval, Td, can be
defined as
a the summationn of the energy consumption
c
(idle plus active)
of each of
o the cores. Thatt is:
∑
∑
(1)
where M denotes the num
mber of cores, annd
and
are idle
and activve power consuumption values for
f the ith core,, respectively.
andd
are the idle and active time of the ith coore in the time

period, Td. An ON core is active if it is executing a task; otherwise, it
). For an off core, both active
is in the idle mode (
and idle times are zero.
Throughput of a CMP during time period Td is defined as the average
number of the executed instructions per unit of time. If a core is
executing task k, at frequency fj, its throughput is given as:
·
(2)
where IPCkl is represents the average instruction per cycle of task k
when running under the v-f settling level j. It depends on processor
micro architecture (e.g. branch prediction mechanism, execution
resources, cache structure, etc.), nature of task (e.g. number of
branches and memory accesses in the task) and the clock cycle time.
Using equation (2), the CMP throughput can be calculated as the
summation of throughput of individual cores:
∑ ∑ ∑
(3)

Therefore, a feedback-based control method is exploited in this paper,
to dynamically adjust the v-f settings of individual cores. In this work
we assume that since all the cores are exactly similar and the tasks
characteristics are uniformly distributed over working range, a single
chip-wide frequency is applied to all cores, as suggested by [10].
Therefore the feedback loop will determine a single optimum
frequency for all the cores. For this, a continuous range of the
frequency levels and the corresponding voltage level is needed, which
is not practical in the current technology. Instead, modern DVFSenabled circuits employ several pre-determined frequency and voltage
levels. A quantization block transforms continues frequency value to a
set of available discrete frequencies.
Figure 2 shows the top level block diagram of our proposed solution.
This DPM can be implemented partially in hardware and partially in
software (as a high-priority task being executed on one of the cores.)
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ON cores
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where, xij is binary assignment variable of core i to v-f setting level j
Consolidation
loop DVFS
Quantizer
Assignment
th
th
(xij=1 means that i core is using the j v-f level,) aki indicates
Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed solution.
whether task k is assigned on core i or not, and τk,j is the expected
execution time of task k when it is running on a core with the jth v-f
4.1 DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF ON CORES
setting; τkj is a given characteristic of task k.
Let’s denote the number of the ON cores in the CMP by m. A given
3.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
throughput value can be achieved by several solutions for m (with v-f
MECD may be formulated as minimizing CMP energy dissipation in a adjusted correspondingly), each one having different energy
time interval Td, under an average throughput constraint,:
dissipation value (c.f. Figure 6). Our approach for finding the
minimum energy m value, mopt, is to do a steepest descent search. At
subject to:
the beginning of each decision epoch (every Td), a new m value is
being calculated. We calculate energy values for the adjacent points of
∑ ∑ ∑
(4)
the current m (m+1 and m-1) based on the model described in section
∑
0,1 ,
1
3.1 and find the direction in which energy decreases. We then update
∑
0,1 ,
1
the value of m and continue the search toward the direction that leads
in which aki and xij are variables of optimization. The first constraint is to lower energy consumption, until we find the optimum value for m;
the system level throughput requirement, IPSreq. The second constraint then we fix this number for a time interval of Td and seek optimal v-f.
ensures that exactly one (vj, fj) setting for each core is used, while the 4.2 DVFS USING FEEDBACK CONTROL LOOP
last one ensures that every task is assigned to at most one core. A Given the optimum m, a closed loop controller determines and updates
restricted form of MECD problem is equivalent to multi-processor a single optimum frequency for all the cores, by measuring the error in
scheduling problem, that its complexity is known to be NP-hard [5]. the actual CMP throughput, H, compared to the target throughput,
Furthermore, due to the existent uncertainty of the task characteristics Htarget, as shown in Figure 3. It is done periodically with period Ts. To
(execution time and IPC) and the real time nature of the solution, use the linear control theory, we linearize CMP throughput, H:
conventional mathematical optimization approaches do not result in a
(5)
·
·
robust solution to this problem. We want to utilize an efficient (light where
is the maximum value of average core IPC for all
and thin) and robust algorithm to solve this problem.
tasks. Considering its maximum value ensures stability of controller.
f
4. PROPOSED SOLUTION
H
Htarget
Gc
Gs
In the CMP framework described in the previous section, there are
three power minimization enablers namely number of ON cores,
DVFS, and task assignment. We solve MECD problem by using a
Figure 3. Closed-loop controller system representation.
multi-tier power management strategy that decides on these three
mechanisms, at three hierarchical levels with different timing 4.2.1 CLOSED-LOOP CONTROLLER TO SET V-F SETTINGS
granularities. A logical order is to first determine the number of ON In this paper, we use Proportional Integral (PI) controller for its
cores and their operating frequency, and then find a feasible
superior performance for linear systems [15]. We follow the wellassignment of tasks to the ON cores. In the current technology, energy
established control theory techniques to obtain the characteristic
and performance overheads of changing the v-f setting are much lower
equation of the closed loop system (c.f. equation (6)) and stabilizing
than those of turning on/off a core and required task migration.
the controller through appropriate pole placement to meet desired
Therefore, in our algorithm we first solve the core consolidation
controller characteristics such as response time and overshoot
problem, and then based on the solution found, adjust DVFS setting of
percentage [15]. The system’s characteristic equation in z-domain is:
cores to match the required throughput at a lower hierarchical level.
(6)
·
2
1
·
0
Finally, the task assignment is done according to the v-f setting of
where
K
and
K
are
coefficients
to
be
determined
for
each
system
p
I
cores and task characteristics to establish a feasible task allocation.
Our algorithm determines the number of ON cores periodically with a configuration (i.e. m value) for a better accuracy and stability.
fixed period of Td, decision period, and performs DVFS and task 4.2.2 FREQUENCY QUANTIZATION
assignment with periods Ts, sampling period, and Ta, assignment As explained earlier, a quantization block transforms the calculated
optimum frequency value to a pair of available frequencies. If the
period, respectively. We have: Td > Ts > Ta.
Due to inherent uncertainty and variability of task characteristics, an optimum frequency given by controller, fopt, lies between two
, we set the
open-loop solution suffers either from overestimating or available physical frequency levels
underestimating the frequency values, which in turn results in frequency of each core to either f1 or f2 such that throughput is met
excessive energy consumption or throughput constraint violation. and energy is minimized. This is achieved by solving the following
problem and finding f1 and f2.

subject to:

·
·
where p is the number of cores running at f1.

4.3 ASSIGNING TASKS TO ON CORES

(7)

4/4/4
4INT ALU, 2INT Mul/Div,4 FP ALU,2 FP Mul/Div
32/32
64KB, 64B block, 2way, 1-cycle / 3-cycle latency (at
fmax), LRU replacement
2N MB, 64B block, 1-way, 14-cycle lat, LRU
Table 2. Simulation parameters
Parameter
Value
Core Freq. Levels
{Off, 600:100+:2600MHz}
LQ / GQ
8 / 40,80,160
L1/L2 cache
64KB/ {4, 8, 16 MB}
50 / 10 / 2ms
Td / Ts / Ta
E(τ)
0.5ms
E(λ)
0.6N, N, 1.6N [1/ms]
No. of simulated tasks
5000

Fetch/issue/commit
Functional Units
Load/Store queue
L1 instruction/
data cache
L2 unified cache

In this section we determine whether each task is executed on a core
with frequency f1 or f2 (the two optimum frequencies found in the
Section 4.2.2.) Suppose the total workload that must be assigned to
various cores of a CMP is W at a known reference frequency of f0 (the
total time required to execute all the tasks on a core at frequency f0).
Consider that we divide W in two parts, W1 and W2, where W1 is the
part of the workload that will be executed on cores with frequency f1
and W2 is the remaining workload that will be executed on cores with
frequency f2 (f2> f1). Clearly, the actual execution time is proportional
to the ration of operating frequency (e.g. f1) to f0. The energy The expected execution time and inter-arrival time of tasks are
assumed to be two independent random variables with exponential
consumption for running the total workload, is calculated as follows:
(8)
distributions with mean values E(τ) and 1/E(λ), respectively. Where, λ
is the task arrival rate. Note that in order to avoid overflow, the
where L1 and L2 are the idle power consumption values corresponding
average of task arrival rate must be less than or equal to the maximum
to f1 and f2, respectively, and A1 and A2 are the active power
processing capacity of CMP. Table 2 summarizes the parameters used
consumption values corresponding to f1 and f2, respectively.
in the simulation. For tasks generation, we choose a parent application
Lemma 1: The minimum total energy consumption is achieved when
W1 is maximized, as long as the throughput constraint is satisfied. from nine SPEC2000 benchmarks [17] with equal probability, p=1/9.
In order to model the uncertainty of the information about the tasks,
(Proof is omitted due to space limit.)
Using Lemma 1, we first assign as many tasks as possible to cores we apply ±20% uniform disturbance to execution time, and IPC of
with frequency f1, and the rest of the tasks to the cores with frequency each task at the runtime.
f2. To do so, we start with the first core with frequency f1 and we The baseline for comparing the proposed method is the exact solution
allocate the maximum possible workload on this core. Next, we to the mathematical problem in (4) presented in section 3.2. The exact
continue this until we finish with all cores running on f1. Then, we solution is obtained by doing an exhaustive search among all possible
continue by allocating the remaining tasks, if there is any, to the cores v-f settings for each core and all task assignment combinations. As
with working frequency f2. This can be done in polynomial time using expected, the search space grows exponentially in size with the
dynamic programming. More precisely, to assign the maximum number of tasks, K, the number of cores, M, and the number of
workload on each core, we are given K items, tasks, where the kth item available v-f levels,MJ. Counting only the valid combinations, there are
has a nonnegative weight that is τkj, the execution time of the kth task a total number of J possible configurations Kin this multi-core system.
on frequency fj. We are also given a bound Γ which is the available Task assignment can also be done in M ways. As a result an
different cases. For small J, M,
service time for the core under the consideration. We would like to exhaustive search must test .
and
K
values,
we
can
find
globally
optimum
solution by enumeration.
∑
select a subset S of the tasks so that
and, subject to this
,
constraint, ∑
is
maximized.
This
is
the
so
called
Subset
Sum
,
Problem (SSP) which is a special case of the Knapsack problem and
can be solved in polynomial time using dynamic programming [14].
The proposed heuristic algorithm can be summarized as:
1. Pick the initial number of ON cores, m
2. Search for optimum m (see section 4.1) {
3.
Find the optimum frequency level for all ON cores by
using the closed-loop controller (see section 4.2)
4.
Find the optimum number of cores running at f1 or f2 (see
Figure 4. Energy consumption of exact solution vs heuristic
section 4.2.2)
5.
Predict the energy consumption for current m }
Figure 4 shows the normalized total energy consumption of the
6. Determine f1 and f2 at each sampling time (see section 4.2)
system for the exact solution which leads to the optimum solution of
7. Perform Task Assignment to cores given their v-f settings
the MECD problem and the proposed heuristic (normalized to its
(see section 4.3)
maximum value.) The experiment has been done for two different
The worst-case complexity of the proposed heuristic is O(M×logM) CMP’s with M=4 and M=6 cores, and for three throughput constraints
since the loop of lines 2-5 is repeated at most M times, and finding for each configuration (low, medium and high corresponding to 2000,
optimum f1 and f2 by means of described search methodology is done 5000, and 10000 MIPS, respectively). The reason that the energy
in O(logM).
consumption of the system with six cores is smaller is due to the fact
that the required IPS’s were the same for both systems, thus the
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
system with higher number of available cores can run at lower
We have developed a real-time simulator in C++ to implement and evaluate
the proposed power management technique. This simulator is not a cyclefrequencies on average, resulting in less power dissipation.
accurate simulator actually running the tasks; instead, it emulates execution of Results of this figure show that total energy consumption of our
the tasks on cores. It is an event-driven simulator, in which the triggering
solution is within 9% of the oracle solution which solves the
events are task arrival, task departure, decision point, sampling point, and
mathematical formulation in (4) having all the detailed information
assignment point. GQ, all the LQ’s, PMU, and task assignment are
about the tasks whose complexity is exponential. The actual
implemented in our emulator. We simulated 4, 6, and 8-way CMPs whose core
simulation time of the two methods differ by two orders of magnitude.
configuration is as described in
Table 1 which is based on the configuration of alpha-21264 processor To assess the efficacy of the feedback controller in our proposed
solution, we compare it to one without the feedback loop (the so[16].
called open-loop control where the frequency is calculated based on
given performance constraint without any feedback from actual
Table 1. Configurations of the cores in CMP system

sysstem measurem
ments). Figure 5 shows the effectiveness of the
cloosed-loop controoller for high an
nd low perform
mance constraintts. It
cann be seen that the
t closed-loop controller achiieves higher eneergy
savving of about 10%
% at high and lo
ow workloads. This
T is because itt can
adjust the v-f settinng of the cores to follow the reequired performaance
ng excessive eneergy consumptionn.
levvel more closely,, thereby avoidin

Energy [mJ]

6 CONCLUSSION
6.
We form
mulated the problem
p
of miinimizing the total energy
consumpttion of a (chip) multiprocessor
m
u
under
a throughpput constraint.
We preseented a mathemaatical formulatioon for the probleem in the form
of a nonllinear mixed inteeger programmiing problem andd discussed its
solution. An algorithm was proposed to solve the same
s
problem
2500
efficientlyy. It is basically a three level hierarchical approach which
without feedback ‐ High
H IPS
2000
includes a global dynaamic power manager
m
(DPM) and a task
with feedback ‐ High
h IPS
g
DPM iss at a higher level in the
assignmeent unit. The global
without
feedback
‐
l
ow
IPS
1500
hierarchiccal system; it adjusts
a
the voltaage and frequency settings of
with feedback ‐ low IPS
1000
cores connsidering the woorkload and incoming task rate. Then,
T
the task
assignmeent unit determinnes which subseet of tasks runs on each core
500
with know
wn state. Compaarison of the expperimental resultts of to proved
0
the high quality of the proposed
p
algorithhm (about 17% saving in the
Time [ms]
energy coonsumption).
Figure 5. Energy
E
consumptiion with and withoout feedback
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